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History of the Hotel Xalet del Golf


The hotel, built in 1948 to provide the golf course with residential facilities that would attract golf-loving clients, it soon became a meeting place for the catalan bourgeoisie.





see more






Contact us


HOTEL OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
The team of the Hotel Xalet del Golf is always at your disposal. Contact directly from our web form or by phone and we will assist you in a personalized way in the shortest possible time.





Contact










	BedroomsBook your stay today


Select the dates of your preference to start your experience at Hotel Cims Camprodon.
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event
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See all rooms










	Services and facilitiesThe hotel


Discover our charming hotel in La Cerdanya





See all services and facilities
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Environment


Come and discover the beauty of La Cerdanya next to our cozy Hotel Xalet del Golf. An ideal place to relax in a family environment and surrounded by exquisite nature that will allow you to completely disconnect.





see more




bike-friendly hotel


We have a fully equipped bikeroom to make your trip something unique





see more




Gallery


Immerse yourself in our gallery and let yourself be captivated by the unique essence of Hotel Xalet del Golf





see gallery
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weddings and celebrations


The perfect setting for your special moments; weddings, family celebrations and more. Beautiful gardens, various adaptable rooms, exceptional service and comfortable rooms.
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company meetings


The Hotel Xalet del Golf offers an exclusive and relaxed environment to carry out successful business and productive corporate meetings.





see more
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Spaces and rooms


The hotel has various spaces carefully designed to make the most of your stay: reading and rest rooms, private lounges, cafeteria, bar, TV room and games room.





see more
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El Xalet Restaurant


RESTAURANT OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
Located in a privileged environment, El Xalet Restaurant delights its diners with exquisite mountain cuisine, prepared with the best local and seasonal ingredients.
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Bar cofee shop


In this place, you can chat with friends, enjoy a drink, enjoy delicious tapas, immerse yourself in reading or simply contemplate the impressive views, without worrying about anything else.





see more
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Wine Bar


At the hotel's Wine Bar, diners enjoy a varied and surprising gastronomic experience, with an informal style but with the same excellence in technique and quality of food.





see more










	Offers and packagesOffers and packs Xalet del Golf


Discover our exciting gift packs, the perfect option to surprise your loved ones. From romantic getaways to packs for golf lovers. 
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Subscribe to our newsletter


Subscribe to our newsletter to not miss the latest news.
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This page doesn't seem to exist.

It looks like the link pointing here was faulty. Maybe try searching?
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Contact
Devesa del Golf
17539 Bolvir de Cerdanya
(+34) 972 884 320
reservas@chaletdelgolf.com
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